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Preface 
 
Aetna Life Insurance Company (ALIC) is pleased to provide you with this Booklet-Certificate. Read this Booklet-Certificate 
carefully. The plan is underwritten by Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Connecticut (referred to as Aetna). 
 
This Booklet-Certificate is part of the Group Insurance Policy between Aetna Life Insurance Company and the Policyholder. 
The Group Insurance Policy determines the terms and conditions of coverage. Aetna agrees with the Policyholder and 
the Participating School to provide coverage in accordance with the conditions, rights, and privileges as set forth in 
this Booklet-Certificate. The Policyholder or a Participating School selects the products and benefit levels under the plan. 
A person covered under this plan is subject to all the conditions and provisions of the Group Insurance Policy. 
 
The Booklet-Certificate describes the rights and obligations of you and Aetna, what the plan covers and how benefits are 
paid for that coverage. It is your responsibility to understand the terms and conditions in this Booklet-Certificate. Your 
Booklet-Certificate includes the Schedule of Benefits and any amendments or riders. 
 
If you become insured, this Booklet-Certificate becomes your Certificate of Coverage under the Group Insurance Policy, and it 
replaces and supersedes all certificates describing similar coverage that Aetna previously issued to you. 
 
Participating School Name: 
 

University of Southern California 

Group Policyholder: Bryn Mawr Trust Company, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania as Trustee for the 
Aetna Voluntary Student Group Insurance Trust 
 

Group Control Number:  GP-847902 
Group Policy Number: 
 

GP-886282 
 

Initial Plan Year Effective Date: 
 

August 19, 2013 
 

Subsequent Plan Year Effective Date: On the August 19 of each year 
 

Issue Date: October 25, 2013 
 

Booklet-Certificate Base: 1 
 

 
 

Mark T. Bertolini 
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President 
 
Aetna Life Insurance Company 
(A Stock Company) 
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Important Information Regarding Availability of Coverage 
No benefits are covered under this Booklet-Certificate in the absence of payment of current premiums subject to the 
Grace Period and the Premium section of the Group Insurance Policy. 
 
Unless specifically provided in any applicable termination provision described in this Booklet-Certificate or under the 
terms of the Group Insurance Policy, the plan does not pay benefits for the loss of life incurred before coverage starts 
under this plan. 
 
This plan will also not pay any benefits for any losses that start after coverage ends. 
 
Benefits may be modified during the term of this plan as specifically provided under the terms of the Group Insurance 
Policy or upon renewal. If benefits are modified, the revised benefits (including any reduction in benefits or elimination 
of benefits) apply to any losses that start on or after the effective date of the plan modification. There is no vested 
right to receive any benefits described in the Group Insurance Policy or in this Booklet-Certificate beyond the date you are 
eligible for coverage under this plan. 
 
 

Coverage for You 
 
Life Insurance Coverage 
A benefit is payable if you lose your life while coverage is in effect. Please refer to the Life Insurance section for more 
details about covered losses. 
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Eligibility, Enrollment and 
Effective Date of Your 
Coverage 

 

 

 Who Can Be Covered 
 

 How and When to Enroll 
 

 When Your Coverage Begins 
 

 
Throughout this section you will find information on who can be covered under the plan and how to enroll. In this 
section, 'you', 'your' and 'yours' means you to whom this Booklet-Certificate is issued and whose insurance is in force 
under the terms of this group insurance policy. 
 

Who is Eligible 
 
You are eligible for coverage under this plan if you are enrolled as a part-time or a full-time student of the 
Participating School. Aetna will be allowed to rely upon your statements and statements made by the Participating 
School that you are eligible for coverage under this plan. 
 
Determining When You Become Eligible 
You will become eligible for the coverage under this plan on your eligibility date, which is determined as follows. 
 
On the Effective Date of the Plan 
If you are in an eligible class on the effective date of this plan, your eligibility date is the effective date of this plan if 
you have elected the life insurance coverage. If you are eligible to elect coverage in subsequent years, the effective date 
for subsequent year’s coverage is shown in the Preface. 
 
After the Initial Plan Year Effective Date 
If you enter an eligible class after the plan’s effective date or the subsequent year’s effective date, your eligibility date is 
the day you first become a part-time or full-time student of the Participating School, provided you have elected the 
life insurance coverage. If you are eligible to elect coverage in subsequent years, the effective date for subsequent 
year’s coverage is shown in the Preface. 
 

How and When to Enroll  
 
Enrollment 
You will be provided with enrollment information when you first become eligible to enroll. You will need to enroll in 
a manner determined by Aetna and your Participating School. To complete the enrollment process, you will need to 
provide all requested information for yourself. You will need to enroll each year that you are eligible for the coverage. 
You will also need to agree to make any required contributions for the coverage. Your yearly contributions will be 
collected at the time you enroll for the life insurance coverage and will be collected in a manner as agreed to between 
Aetna and the Participating School. 
 

When Your Coverage Begins 
 
Your Effective Date of Coverage 
Your coverage takes effect on the later of: 
 
 The date you are eligible for coverage; or 
 The date you complete the enrollment process and make the required contributions for your coverage. 
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Your Life Insurance Plan  
 

How the Plan Works 
 

Suicide Exclusion 
 

When Coverage Ends 
 

Life Insurance Continuation 
 

Converting Your Coverage 
 

 
Life insurance is an important component of your financial planning. The Life Insurance Plan pays a benefit to your 
beneficiary if you die while covered by the plan. Refer to the Schedule of Life Insurance Benefits for information about the 
plan's benefit amount. This section will help you understand the following: 
 
 Your Beneficiary, 
 What Happens if Your Beneficiary is a minor, 
 How to continue your coverage, 
 How to convert your coverage. 
 

How the Plan Works 
 
Naming Your Beneficiary 
A beneficiary is the person you designate to receive life benefits if you should die while you are covered. You may 
name anyone you wish as your beneficiary. You may name more than one beneficiary. You will need to complete a 
beneficiary designation form, which you can get from Aetna. 
 
If you name more than one primary beneficiary, the life insurance benefits will be paid out equally unless you stipulate 
otherwise on the form. If you name more than one primary beneficiary and the amount or percentage of the payment 
to your primary beneficiaries does not equal 100% of your life insurance amount, the difference will be paid equally to 
your named primary beneficiaries. 
 
You may change your beneficiary choice at any time by completing a new beneficiary designation form. You will need 
to send the completed form to Aetna. The beneficiary change will be effective on the date you sign a new beneficiary 
designation form provided it is on file with Aetna. 
 
Prior to your death, you are the only person who can name or change your beneficiary. No other person may change 
your beneficiary on your behalf, including, but not limited to, any agent under power of attorney, whether durable or 
non-durable, or other power of appointment. 
 
Aetna pays life insurance benefits in accordance with the beneficiary designation it has on record. Any payment made 
before Aetna receives your request for a beneficiary change will be made to your previously designated beneficiary. 
Aetna will be fully discharged of its duties as to any payment made, if the payment is made before Aetna receives 
notification of a change in beneficiary. 
 
If Your Beneficiary Dies Before You 
If one of your named primary beneficiaries dies before you, his or her share will be payable in equal shares to any 
other named primary beneficiaries who survive you. If you have named a contingent beneficiary, your contingent 
beneficiary will only be paid if all primary beneficiaries die before you. 
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If you have not named a primary or contingent beneficiary, or if the person you have named dies before you, payment 
will be made as follows to those who survive you: 
 
 Your spouse, if any. 
 If there is no spouse, in equal shares to your children. 
 If there is no spouse; or you have no children, to your parents, equally or to the survivor. 
 If there is no spouse; or you have no children, or parents, in equal shares to your brothers and sisters. 
 If none of the above survives, to your executors or administrators. 
 
If Your Beneficiary Is a Minor 
The method of payment will differ if your beneficiary is:  
 
 A minor; or 
 Legally unable to give a valid release for payment of any Life Insurance benefit, in Aetna's opinion. 
 
Aetna will issue (as permitted by applicable state law) the life insurance payment to: 
 
 The guardian of your beneficiary's estate; or 
 The custodian of the beneficiary's estate under the Uniform Transfer to Minors Act; or 
 An adult caretaker/legal guardian. 
 
Aetna will be fully discharged of its duties as to the extent of the payment made. Aetna is not responsible for how the 
payment is used. 
 
Conversion Benefit 
A life conversion option may be available without a medical exam if you apply for it within 31 days of your loss of 
eligibility under the plan. For more information about the conversion provision, refer to the Conversion section. 
 

Suicide Exclusion 
 
The plan will not pay a Life Insurance benefit if: you die by suicide, while sane or insane, or from an intentionally self-
inflicted injury.  
 

When Coverage Ends 
 
Coverage under this plan can end for a variety of reasons. In this section, you will find details on how and why 
coverage ends, and how you may still be able to continue coverage. 
 
When Coverage Ends For Students 
Your coverage under the plan will end on the earlier of:  
 
 The date the Participating School’s plan is discontinued; 
 The group policy ends; 
 The date you are no longer eligible; 
 The last day of the current Plan Year; or 
 The date you do not make any required contributions. 
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Life Insurance Continuation 
 
Life Insurance coverage may be continued if coverage under this plan ends because:  
 
 You are no longer eligible for coverage; or 
 Your Participating School ends the coverage under this plan. 

 
Eligibility Criteria 
You may elect to continue life insurance coverage under this provision if the amount of your life insurance is at least 
$5,000. 
 
You may not elect to continue any life insurance coverage under this provision if:  
 
 you are older than age 98; 
 you would not be able to attend school due to an injury or illness when coverage stops under this plan; 
 coverage under this plan is canceled and replaced by like coverage under another plan; or 
 coverage has been converted to an individual life policy in accordance with the plan's conversion privilege. 
 

The Life Insurance Conversion provision does not apply to any amount of your life insurance for which you elect 
coverage under this provision. It may be available for:  
 
 any amount of your life insurance to which the terms of this provision do not apply; or 
 any amount of your life insurance to which the terms of this provision apply, but for which you do not elect 

coverage under this provision. 
 
Electing Coverage 
You must submit a written request within 31 days after your life insurance coverage under this group plan ends. 
 
To do so you must:  
 
 Obtain a continuation request form from Aetna and complete it. 
 Submit the first premiums due with the completed request form to Aetna. 
 
Continuation Effective Date 
Life insurance coverage continued under this provision will become effective following the end of the 31 day election 
period if you have completed a continuation request form and submitted the first premium. 
 
Your effective date of coverage under the continuation feature is called your continuation date. 
 
Features of Life Insurance Continuation 
All of the terms and conditions of the group life insurance will apply under the continuation provision, except where 
noted. 
 
The maximum amount will be the lesser of the amount of insurance when coverage ends and $20,000. 
At time of application, you can elect a smaller amount of life insurance for yourself, as long as the amount is:  
 
 Available under the group plan for your classification; and 
 Permitted by any applicable law. 
 
Premium and Billing Charges 
Your premiums for fully contributory coverage under this provision will change on your continuation date, and on 
each subsequent January 1. 
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Premiums for coverage under this provision will be paid directly to Aetna. 
 
The premium rate will include a fee for the direct billing services Aetna provides. The fee for direct billing may 
change, but not more than once a year. 
 
Termination of Coverage 
Your life insurance coverage under this provision will end on the first to occur of:  
 
 31 days following the date the required premium contribution for the coverage is due and not paid. 
 The date of your death. 
 The first anniversary of your Continuation Effective Date following the date you reach age 99. 
 

Converting to an Individual Life Insurance Policy 
 
Eligibility 
You may be eligible to apply for an individual life insurance policy, called a conversion policy, if coverage ends 
because:  
 
 You are no longer in an eligible class;  
 The Participating School’s plan is discontinued; or 
 The policy discontinues. 
 
In these circumstances, an application for conversion can be completed and submitted to Aetna without providing 
proof of good health. 
 
When life insurance ends because that part of the group contract ends or because that part of the group contract 
discontinues as to your student classification, and your life insurance on the life of the person has been in force under 
the group contract for at least 5 years in a row, the amount in force less the amount of any group life insurance for 
which the person becomes eligible within 31 days of the date coverage ended may be converted to an individual 
policy.  The maximum amount that can be converted by each person is $20,000. 
 
Features of the Conversion Policy 
The amount of coverage in the conversion policy will be determined at the time of application. The policy will take 
into consideration:  
 
 Your age; and 
 Aetna’s available products at the time of application. 
 
The converted policy may be any kind of individual policy then customarily being issued for the amount being 
converted and for your age (nearest birthday) on the date it will be issued. The provisions of the conversion policy 
may not be the same as the provisions of the group plan. The conversion policy may not be a term policy, or include 
supplementary benefits, it may contain exclusions, or may have exclusions that are different from those in the group 
policy. Once your individual policy becomes effective it will replace the benefits and privileges of your former group 
plan. 
 
Your Premiums and Payments 
Aetna will set the premium cost for the converted policy at the customary rates in effect at the time the policy is 
issued. You will be responsible for making premium payments on a timely basis. 
 
Electing Conversion 
You will need to apply for an individual policy within 31 days after your group life insurance coverage ends. 
 
Aetna will provide you with a copy of the application for conversion of term life insurance, which features detailed 
instructions. 
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Submit your completed application along with the first premium payment to Aetna within 31 days after your 
insurance ends for the reasons stated above. 
 
When An Individual Policy Becomes Effective 
Your individual policy will become effective after Aetna has processed your completed application and premium 
payment. The individual policy will become effective at the end of the 31 day period described in the Electing Conversion 
section. 
 
Impact of Death During Conversion Application Timeframe 
If you die during the 31-day conversion period and before the individual policy becomes effective, a benefit will still 
be paid under this plan. The amount payable is limited to the maximum amount that would have been converted to 
your individual policy. This limit will apply even if Aetna has not received a conversion application or the first 
premium payment for the individual policy. 
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General Provisions  

 
Physical Examinations  
 
Aetna will have the right and opportunity to examine and evaluate any person who is the basis of any claim at all 
reasonable times while a claim is pending or under review. This will be done at no cost to you. 
 
Confidentiality  
 
Information contained in your medical records and information received from any provider incident to the provider 
patient relationship shall be kept confidential in accordance with applicable law. Information may be used or disclosed 
by Aetna when necessary for the operation of the plan and administration of this Booklet-Certificate, or other 
activities, as permitted by applicable law. You can obtain a copy of Aetna’s Notice of Information Practices by calling 
Aetna. 
 
Additional Provisions  
 
The following additional provisions apply to your coverage.  
 
 In the event of a misstatement of any fact affecting your coverage under the plan, the true facts will be used to 

determine the coverage in force. 
 This document describes the main features of the plan. Additional provisions are described elsewhere in the group 

policy. If you have any questions about the terms of the plan or about the proper payment of benefits, you may 
contact Aetna. 

 Your Participating School hopes to continue the plan indefinitely but, as with all group plans, the plan may be 
changed or discontinued with respect to your coverage. 

 
Assignments  
 
Life Insurance coverage may not be assigned. 
 
Claims of Creditors  
 
Life Insurance benefit payments are exempt from legal or equitable process for your debts, where permitted by law. 
The exemption applies to the debts of your beneficiary, too. 
 
Misstatements  
 
If any fact is found to have been misstated, a fair change in premiums may be made. If the misstatement affects the 
existence or amount of coverage, the true facts will be used in determining whether coverage is or remains in force 
and its amount. 
 
All statements made by a Participating School or you shall be deemed representations and not warranties. No written 
statement made by you shall be used by Aetna in a contest unless a copy of the statement is or has been furnished to 
you or your beneficiary, or the person making the claim. 
 
Aetna’s failure to implement or insist upon compliance with any provision of this policy at any given time or times, 
shall not constitute a waiver of Aetna’s right to implement or insist upon compliance with that provision at any other 
time or times. This applies whether or not the circumstances are the same. 
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Incontestability  
 
During the first two years that your insurance is in force, any statement that you have made may be used by Aetna in 
contesting the validity of that coverage.  
 
Once coverage has been continuously in effect for two years, the validity of your insurance under this plan shall not 
be contested by Aetna unless your statement was in writing on a form signed by you and was fraudulently made in 
order to obtain that coverage. 
 
Aetna may also contest the validity of your insurance at any time under this plan for non-payment of premiums when 
due. 
 
Reporting of Claims  
 
You or the person making claim for benefits are required to submit a claim to Aetna in writing. Claim forms may be 
obtained from Aetna by calling: 1-800-523-5065. 
 
Your claim must give proof of the nature and extent of the loss. You must furnish true and correct information as 
Aetna may reasonably request. At any time, Aetna may require copies of documents to support your claim, including 
data about your student status. You must also provide Aetna with authorizations to allow it to investigate your claim 
and your eligibility. 
 
Payment of Benefits  
 
Benefits will be paid as soon as the necessary proof to support the claim is received. Written proof must be provided 
for all benefits. Any death benefit for loss of life will be paid in accordance with the beneficiary designation. Payment 
will be made in one lump sum. 
 

Contacting Aetna  
 
If you have questions, comments or concerns about your benefits or coverage, or if you are required to submit 
information to Aetna, you may contact Aetna’s Home Office at:  
 
Aetna Life Insurance Company 
151 Farmington Avenue 
Hartford, CT 06156 
 
You may visit Aetna’s web site at www.aetna.com or you may call Aetna at: 1-877-480-4161. 
 



 

 

Confidentiality Notice 
Aetna considers personal information to be confidential and has policies and procedures in place to protect it against 
unlawful use and disclosure. By "personal information," we mean information that relates to a member's physical or 
mental health or condition, the provision of health care to the member, or payment for the provision of health care or 
disability or life benefits to the member. Personal information does not include publicly available information or 
information that is available or reported in a summarized or aggregate fashion but does not identify the member. 
 
When necessary or appropriate for your care or treatment, the operation of our health, disability or life insurance 
plans, or other related activities, we use personal information internally, share it with our affiliates, and disclose it to 
health care providers (doctors, dentists, pharmacies, hospitals and other caregivers), payors (health care provider 
organizations, employers who sponsor self-funded health plans or who share responsibility for the payment of 
benefits, and others who may be financially responsible for payment for the services or benefits you receive under 
your plan), other insurers, third party administrators, vendors, consultants, government authorities, and their 
respective agents. These parties are required to keep personal information confidential as provided by applicable law. 
 
Some of the ways in which personal information is used include claim payment; utilization review and management; 
coordination of care and benefits; preventive health, early detection, vocational rehabilitation and disease and case 
management; quality assessment and improvement activities; auditing and anti-fraud activities; performance 
measurement and outcomes assessment; health, disability and life claims analysis and reporting; health services, 
disability and life research; data and information systems management; compliance with legal and regulatory 
requirements; formulary management; litigation proceedings; transfer of policies or contracts to and from other 
insurers, HMOs and third party administrators; underwriting activities; and due diligence activities in connection with 
the purchase or sale of some or all of our business. We consider these activities key for the operation of our health, 
disability and life plans. To the extent permitted by law, we use and disclose personal information as provided above 
without member consent. However, we recognize that many members do not want to receive unsolicited marketing 
materials unrelated to their health, disability and life benefits. We do not disclose personal information for these 
marketing purposes unless the member consents. We also have policies addressing circumstances in which members 
are unable to give consent. 
 
To obtain a copy of our Notice of Information Practices, which describes in greater detail our practices concerning 
use and disclosure of personal information, please call 1-866-825-6944 or visit our Internet site at www.aetna.com. 
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Schedule of Benefits  

 
Participating School Name: University of Southern California 

 
Group Policyholder Bryn Mawr Trust Company, Bryn Mawr, 

Pennsylvania as Trustee for the Aetna Voluntary 
Student Group Insurance Trust 
 

Group Control Number:  GP-847902 
Group Policy Number: GP-886282 

 
Initial Plan Year Effective Date: August 19, 2013 

 
Subsequent Plan Year Effective Date: On the August 19 of each year 

 
Issue Date: October 25, 2013 

 
Schedule: 1A 

 
Booklet-Certificate Base: 1 
 
For:  Student Voluntary Term Life Insurance 
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Schedule of Life Insurance Benefits 

 
 
Student Life Insurance Schedule 
 
Classification Amount 
University of Southern California $10,000 
 

General 
 
This Schedule of Benefits replaces any similar Schedule of Benefits previously in effect under your plan of benefits. 
Requests for coverage other than that to which you are entitled in accordance with this Schedule of Benefits cannot 
be accepted. This Schedule is part of your Booklet-Certificate and should be kept with your Booklet-Certificate form 
GR-9N. Coverage is underwritten by Aetna Life Insurance Company. 
 
 


